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LOCAL ANALYSIS OF CYCLOTOMIC DIFFERENCE SETS
BINZHOU XIA
Abstract. We develop a local analysis method to study cyclotomic difference
sets in finite fields. This is by applying a general existence criterion for cyclo-
tomic difference sets via Gauss sums over various local fields to obtain a series of
necessary conditions. With such local analysis approach we extend the previous
nonexistence list of mth-cyclotomic difference sets to m < 28 or m = 32, and give
a necessary condition for the existence of finite non-Desarguesian flag-transitive
projective plane in terms of polynomial equations over finite fields of characteristic
3.
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sums; p-adic gamma function
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1. Introduction
A subset D = {a1, . . . , ak} of a finite group G is said to be a (|G|, k, λ)-difference
set (in G) or simply a difference set if for each nonidentity a ∈ G there are exactly
λ ordered pairs (as, at) ∈ D ×D such that asa−1t = a. For comprehensive surveys
on difference sets, the reader is referred to [7, 18 Part VI] and [16]. In this paper we
focus on the case where G = F+q is the additive group of a finite field Fq and D 6 F
×
q
is a subgroup of the multiplicative group of Fq. More precisely, let q = mℓ+ 1 be a
power of a prime p with positive integers m and ℓ such that 1 < m < q − 1. Then
the set Hq,m of nonzero mth-powers in Fq form a subgroup of F
×
q of order ℓ. If this
is a (q, ℓ, λ)-difference set in F+q , then we call it an mth-cyclotomic difference set
1.
When not specifying the parameters, we will call it a cyclotomic difference set for
simplicity.
Research on cyclotomic difference sets dates back to Paley in 1933 [21], who
actually found all the square residue difference sets. Over more than 80 years,
cyclotomic difference sets have received attention of wide scope [1, 4, 8, 9, 10, 14, 18,
20, 22, 26, 27, 28]. In [28], the author posed the following conjectural classification
of cyclotomic difference sets.
1In some literature, the term mth-power residue difference set is used.
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Conjecture 1.1. Hq,m is a cyclotomic difference set if and only if one of the fol-
lowing appears:
(a) m = 2 and q ≡ 3 (mod 4);
(b) m = 4 and q = p = 1 + 4t2 for some odd integer t;
(c) m = 8 and q = p = 1 + 8u2 = 9 + 64v2 for some odd integers u and v.
Note that the “if” parts of the three cases in Conjecture 1.1 are already known to
Paly [21], Chowla [4] and Lehmer [18], respectively.
A weaker version of Conjecture 1.1 was made previously for the special case
q = p and verified for q < 107 by Thas and Zagier [25]. Their work roots in finite
flag-transitive projective planes as there is a longstanding conjecture stating that
every finite flag-transitive projective plane is Desarguesian, which is attributed to
the existence problem of related cyclotomic difference sets by Proposition 1.2 below.
Proposition 1.2. If there exists a finite non-Desarguesian flag-transitive projective
plane of order n with v points, then v = n2+n+1 is prime and Hv,n is a (v, n+1, 1)-
difference set in F+v with n > 8 even.
For more on finite flag-transitive projective planes including Proposition 1.2, see
[24, 25]. In [25], Thas and Zagier gave equivalent conditions for the existence of
cyclotomic difference sets in prime fields by Fermat surfaces and Gauss periods,
and used the latter to prove an old result of Lehmer [18] determining cyclotomic
difference sets Hq,m with q prime and m < 10. The same approach was taken earlier
in [2, Chapter 5] to determine cyclotomic difference sets Hq,m with q prime and
m < 10 or m = 12.
In [28], the author established a criterion for cyclotomic difference sets via a
system of polynomial equations on Gauss sums in C. Based on this, it was shown
that an mth-cyclotomic difference set must have m even, and was verified that
Conjecture 1.1 is true up to m = 22. In the present paper, we consider Gauss sums
in a general algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, establishing the similar
criterion for cyclotomic difference sets (Theorem 3.6). Applying this with Gauss
sums in various local fields, we then obtain in Section 3 new necessary conditions
for cyclotomic difference sets. For instance, Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.9 are
obtained by considering Gauss sums in the local fields C and Cp, respectively, and
Theorems 3.11–3.12 are from the local field Cr with r coprime to p and m. These
necessary conditions from local fields carry “local information” that will give us
a new approach to study the existence of cyclotomic difference sets. We call this
approach local analysis of cyclotomic difference sets.
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To illustrate the local analysis approach, we perform the analysis in Section 4
as applications to small m and finite flag-transitive projective planes. Combing
local information from Cp and C3 we obtain in Theorem 4.2 a necessary condition
for mth-cyclotomic difference sets with m not divisible by 3, which immediately
leads to the nonexistence of 26th and 32nd-cyclotomic difference sets (Lemma 4.3).
Combining local information from C, Cp and C5 we can show that there is no 24th
cyclotomic difference set (Lemma 4.4). These together with previous known results
verify Conjecture 1.1 for m < 28 and m = 32, as Theorem 4.5 does. Finally in
Theorem 4.7 we apply the local information from C3 to deduce a necessary condition
for the existence of finite non-Desarguesian flag-transitive projective plane in terms
of polynomial equations over finite fields of characteristic 3. We then conjecture that
the system of polynomial equations there has no solution, which sheds light on the
wild open conjecture that every finite flag-transitive projective plane is Desarguesian.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation. Throughout this paper, let q = mℓ+ 1 = pf with prime number p
and positive integers m, ℓ and f such that 1 < m < q − 1. Let
Hq,m = {am | a ∈ F×q }
be the set of nonzero mth-powers in Fq, which is the subgroup of F
×
q of order ℓ.
Let φ be Euler’s totient function. For any positive integer n, let Φn(x) be the nth
cyclotomic polynomial. For any prime number r, let
(
·
r
)
be the Legendre symbol
defined by (n
r
)
=
1 if n is a square in Fr−1 if n is a non-square in Fr
for all integer n coprime to r.
For any prime number r, let Zr, Qr and Cr be the ring of r-adic integers, the field
of r-adic numbers and the r-adic completion of the algebraic closure of Qr, respec-
tively. We use k to denote an arbitrary algebraically closed field of characteristic 0,
although in our applications k is only taken to be C or Cr for some prime number
r.
2.2. Multiplicative characters. For any integer n > 2,
{x ∈ k | xn = 1}
is a cyclic group of order n under multiplication in k, and each generator of this
group is called a primitive nth root of unity (in k). Under pointwise multiplication,
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the homomorphisms from F×q to k
× form an abelian group, which is denoted by
Ch
k
(F×q ). Denote the identity of Chk(F
×
q ) by 1. Then 1 is the homomorphism from
F×q to k
× sending every element of F×q to 1 ∈ k×. For any χ ∈ Chk(F×q ), extend χ
to a map from Fq to k by setting
χ(0) =
1 if χ = 10 if χ 6= 1
and call this map a (k-valued) multiplicative character on Fq. The order of a k-
valued multiplicative character χ on Fq is defined to be the order of χ in the group
Ch
k
(F×q ). If r is a prime number, then a Cr-valued multiplicative character is also
called an r-adic multiplicative character.
We remark that for any element χ of Ch
k
(F×q ) and integer s, the element χ
s of
Ch
k
(F×q ) is also extended to a multiplicative character on Fq, and by χ
s(α) we mean
the image of α ∈ Fq under χs rather than (χ(α))s. The equality χs(α) = (χ(α))s
may not hold after χs is extended to a multiplicative character on Fq. For example,
if χ has order s > 2 then χs(0) = 1 6= 0 = (χ(0))s.
We need three technical lemmas on multiplicative character sums for later use.
Lemma 2.1. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Then for any
k-valued multiplicative character χ 6= 1 on Fq,∑
α∈Fq
χ(α) = 0.
Proof. As χ 6= 1, there exists β ∈ F×q such that χ(β) 6= 1. It follows that∑
α∈Fq
χ(α) =
∑
α∈Fq
χ(βα) = χ(β)
∑
α∈Fq
χ(α)
and thence ∑
α∈Fq
χ(α) = 0. 
Lemma 2.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, and χ be a
k-valued multiplicative character of order m on Fq. Then for any integer s,∑
β,γ∈Hq,m
χs(β − γ) = ℓ
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α).
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Proof. Let s be an integer. Then∑
β,γ∈Hq,m
χs(β − γ) =
∑
β∈Hq,m
χs(β)
∑
γ∈Hq,m
χs(1− β−1γ)
=
∑
β∈Hq,m
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α) = ℓ
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α). 
Lemma 2.3. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, χ be a k-valued
multiplicative character of order m on Fq, and
A = {α ∈ Hq,m | χ(1− α) = χ(γ)}.
Then for any γ ∈ F×q ,
m−1∑
s=0
χ−s(γ)
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α) = m|A|+ 1.
Proof. Let γ be a nonzero element of Fq. Then
m−1∑
s=0
χ−s(γ)
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α)
=
∑
α∈Hq,m
m−1∑
s=0
χ−s(γ)χs(1− α)
=
∑
α∈Hq,m\{1}
m−1∑
s=0
χ−s(γ)χs(1− α) +
m−1∑
s=0
χ−s(γ)χs(0)
=
∑
α∈Hq,m\{1}
χ(1−α)=χ(γ)
m−1∑
s=0
1 +
∑
α∈Hq,m\{1}
χ(1−α)6=χ(γ)
m−1∑
s=0
(
χ(1− α)
χ(γ)
)s
+
m−1∑
s=0
χ−s(γ)χs(0)
=
∑
α∈Hq,m\{1}
χ(1−α)=χ(γ)
m+
m−1∑
s=0
χ−s(γ)χs(0)
=
∑
α∈Hq,m\{1}
χ(1−α)=χ(γ)
m+ χ0(γ)χ0(0)
=
∑
α∈Hq,m
χ(1−α)=χ(γ)
m+ 1 = m|A|+ 1. 
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2.3. Gauss and Jacobi sums. For any k-valued multiplicative character χ on Fq
and primitive pth root of unity ζ in k, the (k-valued) Gauss sum G(χ, ζ) is defined
by
G(χ, ζ) =
∑
α∈Fq
χ(α)ζtr(α),
where tr is the trace map from Fq to Fp. For any k-valued multiplicative characters
χ and ψ on Fq, the (k-valued) Jacobi sum J(χ,ψ) is defined by
J(χ,ψ) =
∑
α∈Fq
χ(α)ψ(1 − α).
If r is a prime number, then Cr-valued Gauss sums and Cr-valued Jacobi sums are
also called r-adic Gauss sums and r-adic Jacobi sums, respectively. It is evident
from the above definition that
J(ψ,χ) = J(χ,ψ).
More facts about Gauss and Jacobi sums are listed in Lemma 2.4 below, whose proof
is identical to that of the case k = C in standard textbooks (for example [2, 5]).
Lemma 2.4. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, χ be a k-
valued multiplicative character of order n on Fq, and ζ be a primitive pth root of
unity in k.
(a) For any integer s such that s 6≡ 0 (mod n),
G(χs, ζ)G(χ−s, ζ) = χs(−1)q.
(b) For any integers s and t such that s+ t 6≡ 0 (mod n),
J(χs, χt)G(χs+t, ζ) = G(χs, ζ)G(χt, ζ).
(c) For any integer s such that s 6≡ 0 (mod n),
J(χs, χ−s) = −χs(−1).
(d) (Davenport-Hasse product formula) For any positive divisor d of n and any
integer s,
χds(d)
d−1∏
t=0
G(χs+nt/d, ζ) = G(χds, ζ)
d−1∏
t=1
G(χnt/d, ζ).
The next lemma relates certain sum of Jacobi sums to that of multiplicative
characters.
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Lemma 2.5. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, and χ be a
k-valued multiplicative character of order m on Fq. Then for any integer s such that
s 6≡ 0 (mod m),
m−1∑
t=1
J(χs, χt) = 1 +m
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α).
Proof. Let s be an integer not divisible by m. Then χs 6= 1, and so
m−1∑
t=1
Jq(χ
s, χt) =
m−1∑
t=1
∑
β∈F×q
χs(β)χt(1− β)
=
∑
β∈F×q
χs(β)
m−1∑
t=1
χt(1− β)
=
∑
1−β∈Hq,m
χs(β)
m−1∑
t=1
1 +
∑
1−β∈F×q \Hq,m
χs(β)
m−1∑
t=1
χt(1− β)
=
∑
1−β∈Hq,m
(m− 1)χs(β) +
∑
1−β∈F×q \Hq,m
−χs(β)
= (m− 1)
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α)−
∑
α∈F×q \Hq,m
χs(1− α)
= m
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α)−
∑
α∈F×q
χs(1− α)
= m
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α)−
∑
α∈Fq
χs(1− α) + χs(1)
= 1 +m
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α)
since ∑
α∈Fq
χs(1− α) =
∑
α∈Fq
χs(α) = 0
by Lemma 2.1. 
2.4. Discrete Fourier transform. Fix a primitive nth root of unity µ in k with
integer n > 2. For a k-valued function X on Z/nZ, the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of X, denoted by X̂, is the k-valued function on Z/nZ defined by
X̂(s) =
n−1∑
t=0
µ−stX(t).
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We give in Lemma 2.6 two well-known formulae for DFT, the convolution formula
and the inverse formula.
Lemma 2.6. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, and n > 2 be
an integer.
(a) If W , X and Y are k-valued functions on Z/nZ with
W (s) =
n−1∑
t=0
X(t)Y (s− t)
for each s ∈ Z, then Ŵ (s) = X̂(s)Ŷ (s) for each s ∈ Z/nZ.
(b) If W is a k-valued function on Z/nZ, then W (s) = Ŵ (−s)/n for each
s ∈ Z/nZ.
The proof of Lemma 2.6 is identical to that of the case k = C in any standard
textbook (see for example [23, page 36]).
Let χ be a k-valued multiplicative character of order m on Fq, ζ be a primitive
pth root of unity in k, and µ be a primitive mth root of unity in k. For each s ∈ Z,
let
(1) gs(χ, ζ, µ) =
m−1∑
t=1
µ−stG(χt, ζ)− 1.
The numbers gs(χ, ζ, µ)/m are the so-called Gauss periods or cyclotomic periods
(see [2, § 10.10]). They are essentially the DFT of Gauss sums.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that m is even. Then with gs = gs(χ, ζ, µ), the following hold.
(a) For any integer s such that s 6≡ m/2 (mod m),
m−1∑
t=0
gtgs+t = m(1− q).
(b) If χ(2) = µθ, then for any integer s,
m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tgtg2s−2θ−t =
(
gs + gm
2
+s
)m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tgt.
Proof. For each s ∈ Z, let
Y (s) =
G(χs, ζ) if s 6≡ 0 (mod m)−1 if s ≡ 0 (mod m).
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Then Y is a function on Z/mZ, and
gs =
m−1∑
t=0
µ−stY (t)
for any integer s. By Lemma 2.6(b) we have
(2) Y
(m
2
)
=
1
m
̂̂
Y
(
−m
2
)
=
1
m
m−1∑
t=0
(
µm/2
)t
Ŷ (t) =
1
m
m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tgt.
First suppose that s is an integer with s 6≡ m/2 (mod m). Then −µ−s 6= 1, and
by Lemma 2.4(a) we have
m−1∑
t=0
gtgs+t =
m−1∑
t=0
m−1∑
u=0
µ−tuY (u)
m−1∑
v=0
µ−(s+t)vY (v)
=
m−1∑
u=0
m−1∑
v=0
m−1∑
t=0
µ−t(u+v)µ−svY (u)Y (v)
=
m−1∑
v=0
mµ−svY (−v)Y (v)
= m+
m−1∑
v=1
mµ−svG(χ−v, ζ)G(χv , ζ)
= m+
m−1∑
v=1
m
(−µ−s)v q
= m−mq.
This proves part (a) of the lemma.
Next suppose that χ(2) = µθ and s is an integer. For any integer v such that
1 6 v 6 m/2− 1 or m/2 + 1 6 v 6 m− 1, we derive from Lemma 2.4(d) that
µ2θvG(χv , ζ)G(χm/2+v , ζ) = G(χ2v , ζ)G(χm/2, ζ).
Hence
µ2θvY
(m
2
+ v
)
Y (v) = Y
(m
2
)
Y (2v)
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for all integer v. As a consequence,
m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tgtg2s−2θ−t =
m−1∑
t=0
(−1)t
m−1∑
u=0
µ−tuY (u)
m−1∑
v=0
µ−(2s−2θ−t)vY (v)
=
m−1∑
u=0
m−1∑
v=0
m−1∑
t=0
µt(m/2−u+v)µ(2θ−2s)vY (u)Y (v)
=
m−1∑
v=0
mµ(2θ−2s)vY
(m
2
+ v
)
Y (v)
=
m−1∑
v=0
mµ(2θ−2s)v · µ−2θvY
(m
2
)
Y (2v)
= mY
(m
2
)m−1∑
v=0
µ−2svY (2v),
and so by (2) we deduce that
m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tgtg2s−2θ−t =
m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tgt
m−1∑
v=0
µ−2svY (2v).
Since
m−1∑
v=0
µ−2svY (2v) = 2
m−1∑
t=0
t even
µ−stY (t)
=
m−1∑
t=0
(1 + (−1)t)µ−stY (t)
=
m−1∑
t=0
µ−stY (t) +
m−1∑
t=0
µ−(m/2+s)tY (t)
= gt + gm
2
+t,
this leads to
m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tgtg2s−2θ−t =
m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tgt
(
gs + gm
2
+s
)
,
which proves part (b) of the lemma. 
3. Criteria
3.1. Equivalent conditions. Given a (v, k, λ)-difference set, we obtain instantly
by simple counting that
k(k − 1) = λ(v − 1).
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Therefore, a necessary condition for cyclotomic (q, ℓ, λ)-difference set is
(3) ℓ− 1 = λm.
Throughout this subsection, let χ be a k-valued multiplicative character of order
m on Fq, ζ be a primitive pth root of unity in k, and µ be a primitive mth root of
unity in k. We shall establish criteria forHq,m to be anmth-cyclotomic difference set
in terms of multiplicative character sums, Jacobi sums and Gauss sums, respectively.
Lemma 3.1. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, and χ be a
k-valued multiplicative character of order m on Fq. Suppose ℓ − 1 = λm for some
integer λ > 1. Then Hq,m is a (q, ℓ, λ)-difference set in F
+
q if and only if
(4)
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α) = 0 for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
Proof. First assume that Hq,m is a (q, ℓ, λ)-difference set in F
+
q . Then∑
β,γ∈Hq,m
β 6=γ
χs(β − γ) = λ
∑
α∈F×q
χs(α)
for each integer s, and thereby we derive from Lemma 2.1 that∑
β,γ∈Hq,m
χs(β − γ) =
∑
β,γ∈Hq,m
β 6=γ
χs(β − γ) = λ
∑
α∈F×q
χs(α) = 0
for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1. This leads to (4) by Lemma 2.2.
Next assume that (4) holds. Let γ be an element of F×q . Denote
A = {α ∈ Hq,m | χ(1− α) = χ(γ)}
and
B = {(α, β) ∈ Hq,m ×Hq,m | α− β = γ}.
It is readily seen that (α, β) 7→ α−1β is a bijection from B to A and so |B| = |A|.
By Lemma 2.3 and (4) we have
m|A|+ 1 =
m−1∑
s=0
χ−s(γ)
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α) = χ0(γ)
∑
α∈Hq,m
χ0(1− α) = ℓ.
Hence |B| = |A| = (ℓ− 1)/m = λ. Consequently, Hq,m is a (q, ℓ, λ)-difference set in
F+q . 
Combining Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 3.1 we obtain:
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Lemma 3.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, and χ be a
k-valued multiplicative character of order m on Fq. Suppose ℓ − 1 = λm for some
integer λ > 1. Then Hq,m is a (q, ℓ, λ)-difference set in F
+
q if and only if
(5)
m−1∑
t=1
J(χs, χt) = 1 for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
The next lemma gives a criterion for Hq,m to be an mth-cyclotomic difference
set in terms of Gauss sums.
Lemma 3.3. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, χ be a k-valued
multiplicative character of order m on Fq, and ζ be a primitive pth root of unity in
k. Suppose ℓ − 1 = λm for some integer λ > 1. Then Hq,m is a (q, ℓ, λ)-difference
set in F+q if and only if
(6)
m−1∑
t=1
t6=s
χt(−1)G(χt, ζ)G(χs−t, ζ) = (1 + χs(−1))G(χs, ζ) for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
Proof. Utilizing Lemma 2.4, one can reformulate (5) to
m−1∑
t=1
s+t6=m
G(χs, ζ)G(χt, ζ)
G(χs+t, ζ)
− χs(−1) = 1 for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1,
or equivalently,
(7)
m−1∑
t=1
t6=m−s
χt(−1)G(χt, ζ)G(χm−s−t, ζ)
G(χm−s, ζ)
= 1 + χs(−1) for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
After multiplying both sides by G(χm−s, ζ) and replacing s by m− s, (7) turns out
to be (6). Hence Lemma 3.3 follows from Lemma 3.2. 
The criterion in Lemma 3.3 is already applied with k = C to deduce necessary
conditions for cyclotomic difference sets in [28]. For example, it is shown in [28,
Theorem 4.1] that m must be even for any mth-cyclotomic difference set.
Lemma 3.4. If m is even and ℓ−1 = λm for some integer λ, then χ(−1) = −1. In
particular, if Hq,m is a cyclotomic difference set, then m is even and χ(−1) = −1.
Proof. If Hq,m is a (q, ℓ, λ)-difference set, then (3) holds and [28, Theorem 4.1(a)]
shows that m is even. Suppose that m is even and ℓ − 1 = λm for some integer
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λ. Then for any generator α of F×q , χ(α) is a primitive mth root of unity and so
χ(α)m/2 = −1. It follows that
χ(−1) = α(q−1)/2 = αmℓ/2 = (−1)ℓ = (−1)λm+1 = −1,
which completes the proof. 
Recall the Gauss periods gs(χ, ζ, µ) defined in (1).
Lemma 3.5. Suppose ℓ − 1 = λm for some integer λ. Then Hq,m is a (q, ℓ, λ)-
difference set in F+q if and only if m is even and
(8) gs(χ, ζ, µ)gm
2
+s(χ, ζ, µ) = 1 + (m− 1)q
for all integer s.
Proof. For each s ∈ Z, let
Y (s) =
G(χs, ζ) if s 6≡ 0 (mod m)−1 if s ≡ 0 (mod m)
and
X(s) = (−1)sY (s).
Clearly, X and Y are both functions on Z/mZ. Define a function on Z/mZ by
letting
W (s) =
m−1∑
t=0
X(t)Y (s− t)
for each s ∈ Z. Then
W (0) =
m−1∑
t=0
X(t)Y (−t) = 1 +
m−1∑
t=1
(−1)tG(χt, ζ)G(χ−t, ζ)
= 1 +
m−1∑
t=1
q = 1 + (m− 1)q
by Lemma 2.4(a). Note that Ŷ (s) = gs(χ, ζ, µ) and X̂(s) = gm
2
+s(χ, ζ, µ). Thus,
Lemma 2.6(a) asserts that
(9) Ŵ (s) = X̂(s)Ŷ (s) = gs(χ, ζ, µ)gm
2
+s(χ, ζ, µ)
for each integer s.
14 XIA
First suppose that Hq,m is a (q, ℓ, λ)-difference set in F
+
q . Then according to
Lemma 3.4, m is even and χ(−1) = −1. Hence Theorem 3.6 implies that
m−1∑
t=1
t6=s
(−1)tG(χt, ζ)G(χs−t, ζ) = (1 + (−1)s)G(χs, ζ) for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1,
which means
(10)
m−1∑
t=0
X(t)Y (s− t) = 0 for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
Consequently,
W (1) = · · · =W (m− 1) = 0
Now for any integer s,
Ŵ (s) =
m−1∑
t=0
µ−stW (t) =W (0) = 1 + (m− 1)q.
This leads to (8) from (9).
Next suppose that m is even and (8) holds for each integer s. It then follows
from (9) that Ŵ (s) = 1 + (m − 1)q for each integer s. Accordingly, Lemma 2.6(b)
implies
W (s) =
1
m
m−1∑
t=0
µ−stŴ (t) =
1 + (m− 1)q
m
m−1∑
t=0
µ−st = 0 for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1,
which leads to (10). Since m is even, we see as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 that
χ(−1) = −1. Hence (10) is equivalent to (6). This implies that Hq,m is a (q, ℓ, λ)-
difference set in F+q by Theorem 3.6. 
We summarize results of this section so far in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, χ be a k-
valued multiplicative character of order m on Fq, ζ be a primitive pth root of unity
in k, and µ be a primitive mth root of unity in k. Suppose ℓ − 1 = λm for some
integer λ > 1. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Hq,m is a (q, ℓ, λ)-difference set in F
+
q ;
(ii)
∑
α∈Hq,m
χs(1− α) = 0 for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1;
(iii)
m−1∑
t=1
J(χs, χt) = 1 for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1;
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(iv)
m−1∑
t=1
t6=s
χt(−1)G(χt, ζ)G(χs−t, ζ) = (1 + χs(−1))G(χs, ζ) for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1;
(v) m is even and gs(χ, ζ, µ)gm
2
+s(χ, ζ, µ) = 1 + (m− 1)q for all integer s.
As mentioned above, some of the criteria in Theorem 3.6 is already applied with
k = C in [28, Theorem 4.1] to obtain results of cyclotomic difference sets. We give
one more such result below, which follows from the proof of [28, Theorem 4.2].
Theorem 3.7. Let χ be a C-valued multiplicative character of order m on Fq.
Suppose that Hq,m is a cyclotomic difference set. Then m is even, and there exist
x1, . . . , xm−1 ∈ C such that
m−1∑
t=0
(−1)txtx2s−t = 0, s = 1, . . . , m2 − 1
xsxm−s = (−1)s, s = 1, . . . , m2
χ(4)sxsxm
2
+s = x2sxm
2
, s = 1, . . . , m2 − 1,
where subscripts of x’s are counted modulo m and x0 = −1/√q.
In the rest of the section we apply Theorem 3.6 with k = Cr for various prime
numbers r. The outcomes turn to be quite different depending on whether r equals
the characteristic p of Fq or not.
3.2. Defining characteristic. In this subsection we apply Theorem 3.6 with k =
Cp to obtain new necessary conditions for cyclotomic difference sets. In view of
Lemma 3.4, we assume that m is even henceforth. It follows that q = mℓ+1 is odd
and so p is odd.
For any integer n > 0, denote by sp(n) the sum of the base-p digits of n. If
n =
f−1∑
j=0
njp
j
with nj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p− 1} and the subscripts of n0, n1, . . . , nf−1 counted modulo f ,
then for any integer t, denote
n(t) =
f−1∑
j=0
nj+tp
j.
The next lemma is elementary and fairly easy to prove.
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Lemma 3.8. For any nonnegative integers a and b, if c is the number of carries
required to add a and b in base-p, then
sp(a) + sp(b) = sp(a+ b) + (p− 1)c.
Let ζp and ζq−1 be a primitive pth and (q− 1)th root of unity in Cp respectively,
K = Qp(ζq−1), and OK(ζp) be the ring of integers of K(ζp) = Qp(ζq−1, ζp). Then the
residue field OK(ζp)/(ζp − 1)OK(ζp) of OK(ζp) is isomorphic to Fq, and thus the map
(11) ω : OK(ζp)/(ζp − 1)OK(ζp) → K(ζp), x+ (ζp − 1)OK(ζp) 7→ limn→∞x
pn
induces a map from Fq to K(ζp), which is called the Teichmu¨ller character of Fq.
For any s ∈ Zp, let
Γp(s) = lim
n→s
(−1)n
n−1∏
j=1
p∤j
j.
The function Γp is called the p-adic Gamma function [19]. According to the Gross-
Koblitz formula [13],
(12) G(ωn, ζp) = −πsp(n)
f−1∏
i=0
Γp
(
n(i)
q − 1
)
for n = 0, 1, . . . , q − 2,
where π ∈ Qp(ζp) such that πp−1 = −p and ζp is congruent to 1 + π modulo π2.
We are now in the position to give the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that Hq,m is a cyclotomic difference set. Then m is an even
divisor of p− 1, and
2s−1∑
t=1
(−1)t
(
Γp
(
t
m
))f (
Γp
(
2s − t
m
))f
(13)
+(−p)f
m−1∑
t=2s+1
(−1)t
(
Γp
(
t
m
))f (
Γp
(
m+ 2s − t
m
))f
=− 2
(
Γp
(
2s
m
))f
for s = 1, . . . ,
m
2
− 1.
Proof. We have already seen that m is even as Lemma 3.4 implies. When m = 2
the theorem says nothing but the fact that p− 1 is even. Thus we assume m > 4 in
the remaining of the proof.
First we prove that m divides p− 1. According to Theorem 3.6,
m−1∑
t=1
t6=m−2
χt(−1)G(χt, ζp)G(χm−2−t, ζp) = (1 + χm−2(−1))G(χm−2, ζp)
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for any multiplicative character χ of order m on Fq. Let ω be defined in (11). Taking
χ = ωℓ and substituting (12) into the above equality we derive that
m−3∑
t=1
(−1)tπsp(tℓ)+sp(mℓ−2ℓ−tℓ)
f−1∏
j=0
(
Γp
(
(tℓ)(j)
q − 1
)
Γp
(
(mℓ− 2ℓ− tℓ)(j)
q − 1
))
(14)
−π2sp(mℓ−ℓ)
f−1∏
j=0
(
Γp
(
(mℓ− ℓ)(j)
q − 1
))2
= −2πsp(mℓ−2ℓ)Γp
(
(mℓ− 2ℓ)(j)
q − 1
)
.
Note that 1 6 ℓ 6 q − 1 = pf − 1. Let
ℓ =
f−1∑
j=0
ℓjp
j
be the base-p expansion of ℓ, where ℓj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} for each j such that
0 6 j 6 f − 1.
Assume that (m − 2)ℓ0 > p. Then for any integer t such that 1 6 t 6 m − 3,
there are at least one carry required to add tℓ and mℓ − 2ℓ − tℓ. Thus Lemma 3.8
implies that
sp(tℓ) + sp(mℓ− 2ℓ− tℓ) > sp(mℓ− 2ℓ) for t = 1, . . . ,m− 3.
For the same reason,
2sp(mℓ− ℓ) = sp(mℓ− ℓ) + sp(mℓ− ℓ) > sp(2mℓ− 2ℓ) = sp(mℓ− 2ℓ).
This violates (14).
Now we know that (m− 2)ℓ0 6 p− 1. If mℓ0 + 1 > 2p, then
mℓ0 + 1 > 2(m− 2)ℓ0 + 2,
which turns out to be m 6 (4ℓ0 − 1)/ℓ0, contrary to our assumption that m > 4.
Consequently, mℓ0 + 1 < 2p. Moreover, the equality
f−1∑
j=1
mℓjp
j +mℓ0 + 1 = mℓ+ 1 = q
implies that p divides mℓ0 + 1. Therefore, mℓ0 + 1 = p and so m divides p− 1.
Next we prove (13). Viewing
ℓ =
q − 1
m
= (pf−1 + · · · + p+ 1) · p− 1
m
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we see that for any t ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1},
tℓ =
f−1∑
j=0
t(p− 1)
m
pj
is the base-p expansion of tℓ and so (12) implies
(15) G(ωtℓ, ζp) = −πft(p−1)/m
f−1∏
j=0
Γp
(
tℓ
q − 1
)
= −πft(p−1)/m
(
Γp
(
t
m
))f
.
Since m is even, we deduce from (3) that ℓ is odd and hence ωℓ(−1) = −1. Then
together with (15), Theorem 3.6 gives
s−1∑
t=1
(−1)t
(
Γp
(
t
m
))f (
Γp
(
s− t
m
))f
+(−p)f
m−1∑
t=s+1
(−1)t
(
Γp
(
t
m
))f (
Γp
(
m+ s− t
m
))f
=− 2
(
Γp
( s
m
))f
for s = 2, 4, . . . ,m− 2,
which is indeed (13). 
Remark. Although (13) seems to be strong restriction on the existence of cyclo-
tomic difference sets, we do not know how to use it properly. On the other hand,
the assertion that m divides p − 1 in Theorem 3.9 will play an important role in
the subsequent cross characteristic analysis. If we only prove that m divides p − 1
in Theorem 3.9, then we do not need the Gross-Koblitz formula and instead Stick-
elberger’ theorem (see for example [6, Propostion 11.7.11]) would suffice. In fact,
Stickelberger’ theorem can be deduced immediately from the Gross-Koblitz formula.
3.3. Cross characteristic. Let r be a prime number other than p, χ be an r-adic
multiplicative character of order m on Fq, ζ be a primitive pth root of unity in Cr,
and µ be a primitive mth root of unity in Cr. It is clear from the definition of Gauss
sums that
G(χs, ζ) ∈ Z[µ, ζ]
for each integer s. Let | |r be an r-adic absolute value on Qr(µ, ζ),
O = {z ∈ Qr(µ, ζ) | |z|r 6 1}
be the ring of integers of Qr(µ, ζ), and
M = {z ∈ Qr(µ, ζ) | |z|r < 1}
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be the unique maximal ideal of O. Then the residue field O/M is a finite field of
characteristic r. For any z ∈ O, let
(16) z = z +M∈ O/M.
Since Z[µ, ζ] ⊆ O, we may consider G(χs, ζ) for s ∈ Z.
Lemma 3.10. Let r be a prime number other than p such that gcd(r,m) = 1. Then
in the above notation, the following hold.
(a) For any integer s such that s 6≡ 0 (mod m),
G(χrs, ζ) =
(
χr(r)
)s (
G(χs, ζ)
)r
(b) If χ(r) = µσ, then for any integer s,
(
gs(χ, ζ, µ)
)r
= gs+σ(χ, ζ, µ).
Proof. Let s be an integer such that s 6≡ 0 (mod m). As gcd(r,m) = 1, we have
χrs(0) = 0. Then since O/M is a field of characteristic r, we derive that
G(χrs, ζ) =
∑
α∈F×q
χrs(α)ζtr(α)
=
∑
α∈F×q
χrs(rα)ζtr(rα)
=
∑
α∈F×q
χrs(r)χrs(α)
(
ζtr(α)
)r
=
(
χr(r)
)s ∑
α∈F×q
(
χs(α)ζtr(α)
)r
=
(
χr(r)
)s (
G(χs, ζ)
)r
.
Hence part (a) holds. Now suppose χ(r) = µσ. It follows that
(
G(χt, ζ)
)r
=
(
χ(r)
)−rt
G(χrt, ζ) = µ−σrtG(χrt, ζ) for t = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
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Then for any integer s we have(
gs(χ, ζ, µ)
)r
=
(
m−1∑
t=1
µ−stG(χt, ζ)− 1
)r
=
m−1∑
t=1
µ−rst
(
G(χt, ζ)
)r
− 1
=
m−1∑
t=1
µ−(s+σ)rtG(χrt, ζ)− 1
=
m−1∑
t=1
µ−(s+σ)rtG(χrt, ζ)− 1
= gs+σ(χ, ζ, µ).
This proves part (b). 
Now we are in the position to give the main results of this subsection in the
following theorems, which are necessary conditions for cyclotomic difference sets
from local fields Cr.
Theorem 3.11. Let r 6= p be a prime number with gcd(r,m) = 1, χ be an r-adic
multiplicative character of order m on Fq, and µ be a primitive mth root of unity
in Cr. Suppose that Hq,m is a cyclotomic difference set, χ(r) = µ
σ and χ(2) = µθ.
Then m is even, and there exist wd ∈ Frmφ(m) for each odd prime divisor d of m and
u,w, x1, . . . , xm−1 ∈ Frmφ(m) such that
(17)

Φ m
gcd(σ,m)
(u) = 0
Φ m
gcd(2θ,m)
(w) = 0
xrs = u
sxrs, s = 1, . . . ,m− 1
m−1∑
t=1
t6=2s
(−1)txtx2s−t = 2x2s, s = 1, . . . , m2 − 1
xsxm−s = (−1)sq, s = 1, . . . , m2
wsxsxm
2
+s = x2sxm
2
, s = 1, . . . , m2 − 1
and
(18)

w
m/d
d = 1
wsd
d−1∏
t=0
xmt
d
+s = q
(d−1)/2xds, s = 1, . . . ,
m
d − 1
for each odd prime divisor d of m, where subscripts of x’s are counted modulo m.
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Proof. Let ζ be a primitive pth root of unity in Cr. With the notation in (16), take
wd = χd(d) for each odd prime divisor d of m, u = χr(r) = µ
σr, w = χ2(2) = µ2θ
and xs = G(χs, ζ) for s = 1, . . . ,m − 1. Let d be an odd prime divisor of m (if
there is any). Then we have w
m/d
d = 1 since (χ
d(d))m/d = χm(d) = 1. Note that
µσr is a root of xm/ gcd(σ,m) − 1 but not a root of xj − 1 for any positive integer
j < m/ gcd(σ,m). We deduce Φm/ gcd(σ,m)(µ
σr) = 0 and so Φm/ gcd(σ,m)(u) = 0.
In the same vein we obtain Φm/ gcd(2θ,m)(w) = 0. These verify the first two lines
of (17). As wmd = u
m = wm = 1, we have wd, u, w ∈ Frφ(m) ⊆ Frmφ(m) .
The third line of (17) follows immediately from Lemma 3.10(a). According to
Lemma 3.4, m is even and χ(−1) = −1. Then Theorem 3.6(iv) and Lemma 2.4(a)
give
m−1∑
t=1
t6=2s
(−1)tG(χt, ζ)G(χ2s−t, ζ) = 2G(χ2s, ζ), s = 1, . . . , m
2
− 1
and
G(χs, ζ)G(χ−s, ζ) = (−1)sq, s = 1, . . . ,m− 1,
respectively. These imply the fourth and the fifth line of (17). For s = 1, . . . ,m/2−1,
we derive from Lemma 2.4(d) that
χ2s(2)G(χs, ζ)G(χm/2+s, ζ) = G(χ2s, ζ)G(χm/2, ζ),
which yields the sixth line of (17). For s = 1, . . . ,m/d − 1, as d is odd, we derive
from Lemma 2.4 that
χds(d)
d−1∏
t=0
G(χs+mt/d, ζ) = G(χds, ζ)
d−1∏
t=1
G(χmt/d, ζ)
= G(χds, ζ)
(d−1)/2∏
t=1
(
G(χmt/d, ζ)G(χm(d−t)/d, ζ)
)
= G(χds, ζ)
(d−1)/2∏
t=1
q = q(d−1)/2G(χds, ζ),
which leads to the second line of (18).
Finally, from the third line of (17) we deduce inductively that xrjs = u
jrj−1sxr
j
s
for any positive integer j. Taking j = mφ(m) and viewing that rmφ(m) ≡ 1 (mod m),
we then obtain
xs = xrmφ(m)s = u
mφ(m)rmφ(m)−1sxr
mφ(m)
s = x
rmφ(m)
s .
This implies xs ∈ Frmφ(m) for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1, completing the proof. 
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Theorem 3.12. Let r 6= p be a prime number with gcd(r,m) = 1, χ be an r-adic
multiplicative character of order m on Fq, and µ be a primitive mth root of unity
in Cr. Suppose that Hq,m is a cyclotomic difference set, χ(r) = µ
σ and χ(2) = µθ.
Then m is even, and there exist y0, y1, . . . , ym−1 ∈ Frm/ gcd(σ,m) such that
(19)

ys+σ = y
r
s , s = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1
ysym
2
+s = 1 + (m− 1)q, s = 0, 1, . . . , m2 − 1
m−1∑
t=0
ytys+t = m(1− q), s = 0, 1, . . . , m2 − 1
m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tyty2s−2θ−t =
(
ys + ym
2
+s
)m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tyt, s = 0, 1, . . . , m2 − 1,
where subscripts of y’s are counted modulo m.
Proof. From Lemma 3.4 we see that m is even. Let ζ be a primitive pth root of
unity in Cr. With the notation in (16), take F = O/M and ys = g(χs, ζ, µ) for
s = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1. Then the first two lines of (19) follow from Lemma 3.10(b) and
Theorem 3.6(v), respectively, and the last two lines of (19) follow from Lemma 2.7.
Moreover, the first line of (19) implies ys+σj = y
rj
s for any nonnegative integer j.
Hence
ys = ys+σ· m
gcd(σ,m)
= yr
m/ gcd(σ,m)
s
for any integer s, which implies y0, y1, . . . , ym−1 ∈ Frm/ gcd(σ,m) . Thus Theorem 3.12
is true. 
Remark. The assumption r 6= p appearing in both Theorem 3.11 and Theorem 3.12
is often satisfied as a consequence of Theorem 3.9 since it asserts thatm divides p−1,
which implies r 6= p whenever r is not congruent to 1 modulo m.
4. Applications
4.1. Characteristic 3. Applying Theorem 3.12 with a feasible prime number r
gives a necessary condition for mth-cyclotomic difference sets in terms of polynomial
equations over Frm. We illustrate this by giving the details for r = 3. First we
present a lemma for general r.
Lemma 4.1. Let r 6= p be a prime number with gcd(r,m) = 1, χ be an r-adic
multiplicative character of order m on Fq, and µ be a primitive mth root of unity in
Cr. Suppose that χ(r) = µ
σ and m is even. Then
(−1)σ =
(
(−1)m/2q
r
)
.
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Proof. Taking s = m/2 in Lemma 3.10(a) we obtain(
G(χm/2, ζ)
)r
=
(
χ(r)
)−rs
G(χrm/2, ζ) = µ−σrm/2G(χm/2, ζ)
in the notation of (16), so(
G(χm/2, ζ)
)r−1
= µ−σrm/2 = (−1)σ .
Moreover, we deduce from Lemma 2.4(a) that(
G(χm/2, ζ)
)2
= (−1)m/2q.
Thus,
(−1)σ =
(
G(χm/2, ζ)
)r−1
=
((
G(χm/2, ζ)
)2)(r−1)/2
=
(
(−1)m/2q
)(r−1)/2
=
(
(−1)m/2q
r
)
. 
Now we deduce the local information from Theorem 3.12 with r = 3. This will
play a crucial role in proving the nonexistence of mth-cyclotomic difference sets for
some m coprime to 3.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that Hq,m is a cyclotomic difference set with m > 2 and
m ≡ ±2 (mod 6). Then there exist a positive integer σ dividing m, an integer
θ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m/2} and y0, y1, . . . , ym−1 ∈ F3m/σ such that
(20)

ys+σ = y
3
s , s = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1
ysym
2
+s = 1 + (m− 1)(−1)σ+m/2 , s = 0, 1, . . . , m2 − 1
m−1∑
t=0
ytys+t = m(1− (−1)σ+m/2), s = 0, 1, . . . , m2 − 1
m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tyty2s−2θ−t =
(
ys + ym
2
+s
)m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tyt, s = 0, 1, . . . , m2 − 1,
where subscripts of y’s are counted modulo m.
Proof. Let χ be a 3-adic multiplicative character of order m on Fq, and take µ to be
a primitive mth root of unity in C3 such that χ(3) = µ
σ for some positive integer σ
dividing m. If p = 3, then Theorem 3.9 would imply that m divides 2, which is not
possible as m > 2. Hence we have p 6= 3 and gcd(3,m) = 1. It then follows from
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Theorem 3.12 that there exist an integer θ and y0, y1, . . . , ym−1 ∈ F3m/σ with
(21)

ys+σ = y
3
s , s = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1
ysym
2
+s = 1 + (m− 1)q, s = 0, 1, . . . , m2 − 1
m−1∑
t=0
ytys+t = m(1− q), s = 0, 1, . . . , m2 − 1
m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tyty2s−2θ−t =
(
ys + ym
2
+s
)m−1∑
t=0
(−1)tyt, s = 0, 1, . . . , m2 − 1,
where subscripts of y’s are counted modulo m. Note that 21 does not change if we
replace θ with θ+ jm/2 for any integer j. Thus we may assume θ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m/2}.
By Lemma 4.1,
(−1)σ =
(
(−1)m/2q
3
)
.
Accordingly, (−1)m/2q ≡ (−1)σ (mod 3), which means q = (−1)σ+m/2 ∈ F3m/σ .
Substituting this into (21) we obtain (20), as desired. 
4.2. Small m. Computing the Gro¨bner basis for the system (21) of polynomial
equations in Magma2 [3] we find that, for m = 26 and 32 respectively, (21) has
no solution in any field of characteristic 3 for any positive divisor σ of m and θ ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,m/2}. This yields the following result by Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 4.3. There is no 26th nor 32nd-cyclotomic difference set.
We can show in the same way as above that there is no 14th-cyclotomic difference
set. It is hopeful that for the family m ≡ 2 (mod 6) we are able to obtain more
nonexistence results from Theorem 4.2, but the author’s PC fail to compute the
Gro¨bner basis of (21) for the next value m = 38 in this family.
Next we combine the local information from C, Cp and C5 to prove that there is
no 24th-cyclotomic difference set.
Lemma 4.4. There is no 24th-cyclotomic difference set.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that Hq,24 is a cyclotomic difference set. If 2 ∈ Hq,6
then χ2(4) = χ4(2) = 1 for any C-valued multiplicative character χ of order 24 on
2by the command GroebnerBasis
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Fq, and so by Theorem 3.7 there exist x1, . . . , x23 ∈ C such that
(22)

23∑
t=0
(−1)txtx2s−t = 0, s = 1, . . . , 11
xsx24−s = (−1)s, s = 1, . . . , 12
xsx12+s = x2sx12, s = 1, . . . , 11
or
(23)

23∑
t=0
(−1)txtx2s−t = 0, s = 1, . . . , 11
xsx24−s = (−1)s, s = 1, . . . , 12
(−1)sxsx12+s = x2sx12, s = 1, . . . , 11,
where subscripts of x’s are counted modulo 24 and x0 = −1/√q. Using FGb li-
brary [11, 12] to compute the Gro¨bner bases3 of (22) and (23) we find that (22)
and (23) imply
(x0 − 11)(x0 + 11)(5x0 − 1)(5x0 + 1) = 0
and
x20(x0 − 11)(x0 + 11)(11x0 + 49)(11x0 − 49)(x20 + 23) = 0,
respectively, both contradicting the condition
0 < x20 <
1
25
as x20 = 1/q. Therefore, 2 /∈ Hq,6.
Now let χ be a 5-adic multiplicative character of order 24. We have p 6= 5 since
24 divides p − 1 by Theorem 3.9. Write χ(5) = µσ and χ(2) = µθ. Then since the
polynomial Φ24/ gcd(σ,24)(x) divides x
24−1, we deduce from Theorem 3.11 that there
3The computation is performed by Dr. Xiaoxian Tang.
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exist w3, u, w, x1, . . . , x23 ∈ F5192 such that
(24)

u24 − 1 = 0
Φ 12
gcd(θ,12)
(w) = 0
x5s = u
sx5s, s = 1, . . . , 23
23∑
t=1
t6=2s
(−1)txtx2s−t = 2x2s, s = 1, . . . , 11
xsx24−s = (−1)sq, s = 1, . . . , 12
wsxsx12+s = x2sx12, s = 1, . . . , 11
w83 = 1
ws3xsx8+sx16+s = qx3s, s = 1, . . . , 7,
where subscripts of x’s are counted modulo 24. As 2 /∈ Hq,6 we have µ4θ = χ4(2) 6= 1.
This indicates gcd(θ, 12) 6= 6 or 12, and so gcd(θ, 12) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Moreover, q 6≡ 0
(mod 5) since p 6= 5, whence q ≡ 1, 2, 3 or 4 (mod 5). However, by computing the
Gro¨bner basis inMagma [3] we find that the system (24) of polynomial equations has
solution for none of the above possibilities for gcd(θ, 12) and q. This contradiction
completes the proof. 
By summarizing the previous results we are able to verify Conjecture 1.1 for
m < 28 or m = 32, as shown below.
Theorem 4.5. Conjecture 1.1 holds for m < 28 or m = 32.
Proof. If Hq,m is a cyclotomic difference set, then m is even, as stated in The-
orem 3.6. Hence the result for m 6 8 is due to Storer [22]. If m 6 22 is an
even integer other than 2, 4 or 8, then there is no mth cyclotomic difference set
by [28, Theorem 5.1]. For m = 26 or 32, Hq,m is not a cyclotomic difference set by
Lemma 4.3. Finally, Lemma 4.4 asserts that there is no 24th-cyclotomic difference
set. Thus, Conjecture 1.1 holds for m < 28 or m = 32. 
4.3. Finite flag-transitive projective planes. We have seen in Proposition 1.2
that the existence problem of finite non-Desarguesian flag-transitive projective plane
is related to the existence problem of certain cyclotomic difference set. Suppose
that Hv,n is a (v, n + 1, 1)-difference set in F
+
v with v = n
2 + n + 1 prime, as in
Proposition 1.2. Then clearly n is not congruent to 1 modulo v, and we have
n3 = (n2 + n+ 1)(n− 1) + 1 = v(n− 1) + 1 ≡ 1 (mod v).
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Thereby we conclude that n has order 3 in F×v . Now applying the First Multiplier
Theorem (see [16, Theorem 2.1]) and [18, Theorem IV] we deduce that every prime
divisor of n = (n + 1)− 1 lies in Hv,n. This has two consequences. Firstly, n lies in
Hv,n so that n
n+1 = 1 ∈ Fv, which implies that n + 1 is divisible by 3. Secondly, 2
is a prime divisor of n as n is even, so we have 2 ∈ Hv,n. To sum up, we have the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. If Hv,n is a (v, n+1, 1)-difference set in F
+
v with v = n
2+n+1 prime,
then n ≡ 2 (mod 3) and 2 ∈ Hv,n.
The necessary condition n ≡ 2 (mod 3) in Lemma 4.6 suggests us making use of
the local information from C3.
Theorem 4.7. If there exists a finite non-Desarguesian flag-transitive projective
plane of order n with v points, then v = n2 + n + 1 is prime with n ≡ 8 (mod 24)
and n > 8, and there exist a positive even integer σ dividing n and y0, y1, . . . , yn−1 ∈
F3n/σ such that
(25)

ys+σ = y
3
s , s = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1
ysyn
2
+s = −1, s = 0, 1, . . . , n2 − 1
n−1∑
t=0
ytys+t = 0, s = 0, 1, . . . ,
n
2 − 1
n−1∑
t=0
(−1)tyty2s−t =
(
ys + yn
2
+s
) n−1∑
t=0
(−1)tyt, s = 0, 1, . . . , n2 − 1,
where subscripts of y’s are counted modulo n.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a finite non-Desarguesian flag-transitive projective
plane of order n with v points. Then Proposition 1.2 shows that v = n2 + n + 1 is
prime and Hv,n is a (v, n+1, 1)-difference set in F
+
v with n > 8 even. By Lemma 4.6
we have n ≡ 2 (mod 3) and 2 ∈ Hv,n. Moreover, we derive from [17, Theorem 3.5]
that n ≡ 0 (mod 8). Hence n ≡ 8 (mod 24).
Let χ be a 3-adic multiplicative character of order n on Fv, and take µ to be a
primitive nth root of unity in C3 such that χ(3) = µ
σ for some positive integer σ
dividing n. It follows that χ(2) = 1 since 2 ∈ Hv,n. Then by virtue of Theorem 3.12,
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there exist y0, y1, . . . , yn−1 ∈ F3n/σ such that
ys+σ = y
3
s , s = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1
ysyn
2
+s = 1 + (n− 1)v, s = 0, 1, . . . , n2 − 1
n−1∑
t=0
ytys+t = n(1− v), s = 0, 1, . . . , n2 − 1
n−1∑
t=0
(−1)tyty2s−t =
(
ys + yn
2
+s
) n−1∑
t=0
(−1)tyt, s = 0, 1, . . . , n2 − 1,
where subscripts of y’s are counted modulo n. Since n ≡ 2 (mod 3) and
v = n2 + n+ 1 ≡ 22 + 2 + 1 ≡ 1 (mod 3),
the above system of equations turns out to be (25). Finally, as Lemma 4.1 asserts
(−1)σ =
(
(−1)n/2v
3
)
=
(v
3
)
=
(
1
3
)
= 1,
we deduce that σ is even. This completes the proof. 
We finish the paper with a conjecture whose affirmative answer will imply the
nonexistence of finite non-Desarguesian flag-transitive projective plane by Theo-
rem 4.7.
Conjecture 4.8. For any integer n > 8 with n ≡ 8 (mod 24), the system (25) of
equations on y0, y1, . . . , yn−1 ∈ F3n/σ has no solution.
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